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!  Why institutions matter in multi-level contexts? 
!  Multi-level revenue generation and administration 
!  Spending and accountability 
!  Managing Transfers 
!  Debt coordination and macroeconomic management 
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Why institutions matter? 



Accountability and Political Economy 
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!  Positive theories emphasize importance of incentives 
"  Governments and actors at different levels of government 
"  Supranational as well as subnational important 
"  Can responsibility be shifted to other jurisdictions, generations? 

!  Structure of institutions, decision making processes and information flows are as 
important as policies 

!  Yet, very little discussion of the critical institutions and organizational structures 
needed to make this work 

!  TSAs, GFMISs, Tax administration  
!  Technical advice often tends to ignore context: 

!  “Best practice norms”, replicated typically without hesitation (Ter-Minassian 
1997): 
"  Same organizational structure; different incentive structures; results in different 

institutions with same name; different outcomes 
!  Do supranational arrangements weaken subnational and national 

accountability? 
!  Importance of standardized information generation and flows 



Institutions and development 
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!  Besley and Persson (forthcoming) 
!  Importance of institutions to generate sustainable development 

!  Acemoglu and Robinson (2012) 
!  Inclusive institutions? 
!  Partly a matter of policy agenda 

!  Need institutions that are arms-length, and work 
reasonably efficiently 
!  China vs “so called” democratic Pakistan 

" Need to provide employment opportunities and services for party 
legitimacy; Confucian traditions in China; vs 

" Unbridled rent-seeking in Pakistan 
!  Failure to establish arms length institutions in latter: tax 

administrations; treasury single accounts 



Institutions and Organizations 
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!  Similar organizational forms may operate differently in 
different contexts 
!  North (1990); North et al.,  
!  Incentive structures differ 
!  Hence the effective institutions are not the same, despite the 

similarity in nomenclature 

!  “Open access societies” vs “limited access orders” with 
possibilities of rent-seeking 
!  Arms-length administrations and information flows; fostering 

economic and political competition 
!   vs. peddling influence and favors and extortion; precludes long-term 

development 
"  Special treatment and sequestration of information 
" Do subnational operations and weakened central controls make 

matters worse? Exacerbated by weak supranational institutions? 



Increasing evidence on what does not work and 
why….. 
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!  “Same institution or mechanism may produce 
different outcomes in different circumstances” 
!  Especially if embedded in “limited access order” 

!  Key insight is to facilitate “impersonal exchange 
within the elite” 

!  China….vs Mexico 
!  Europe’s weaknesses manifest in the current crisis 

!  Greece: clear rent seeking institutional structures 
!  Spain; Ireland: local private liabilities that become public 

"  lack of clear transparency 

 



Institutions and links with policy design 
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!  Can institutions, or first-best policies, be 
transplanted to developing countries at the national 
level? 
!  Incentives, and rent-seeking? 
!  Moth-eaten institutions with inadequate outcomes 

!  In the context of pervasive lack of trust, can adequate 
institutions evolve at the subnational level? 
!  Externalities and capacity constraints? 
!  Even more rent-seeking and rapacious behavior? 

!  Important interlinkages between policy framework 
and design of institutions (Ahmad and Best, 2012) 



Institutions and multi-level finance 
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!  Multilevel aspects of: 
!  arms’ length tax administration, broad based tax policies and own-

source subnational revenues; 
!  Transparency in sources and uses of funds and efficient treasury 

operations;  
!  Management of transfers and debt, without clientelism or capture 

!  What’s special in subnational, multi-level or supranational 
arrangements? 
!  Incentives and information flows 
!  Replicability of arms-length institutions in limited access countries at  

national level?  
!  Do institutions need to be replicated at each level? 

!  Externalities—Costs of Local institution—could increase rent seeking? 
!   Acceptability of central institutions? FRB; IRS? 
!  Possibility and design of agency-models; constraints and possibilities 



Key elements of accountability 
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!  Clarity of spending 
!  Information flows, not just on outcomes, but also use of resources 
!  Effectiveness of spending 
!  Necessary, but not sufficient condition in establishing accountability 

!  Raising own-source revenues at margin at sub-national 
levels of government 

!  Absence of opaque transfers, or debt instruments, to 
facilitate shifting of responsibilities 
!  Either to national capitals 
!  Or, within supranational constructs (Brussels, or Berlin 
!  Buildup of unsustainable private liabilities equally problematic 

!  Possibility of identifying and sanctioning infractions 



T A X  P O L I C Y  A N D  A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  
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Typical policies and 
instruments 



Case of the broad-based taxes: VAT 
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!  As argued in Tanzi (2011) and Ahmad and Best (2012) 
!  VAT works best with a single rate structure, and full coverage, with 

no exemptions or special regimes 
!  Countries that introduce special provisions for specific sectors, open 

the floodgates for “rent-seeking”; evasion and informality 

!  Splitting bases with subnational governments (REPECOS 
in Mexico; services in Pakistan) introduces further 
complexity 
!  Making it impossible to implement effectively 
!  Adds to rent seeking; loses revenues; 

" Does not lead to effective “own-source” revenues at the subnational 
level: difficulty in adjusting rates or bases—loses accountability before 
the administrative costs are addressed 



Examples from Australia and China 
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!  China set up a VAT together with a new central tax 
administration 
!  Shared revenues 
!  Initially an Investment-type; now Consumption-type 
!  Spectacular performance, both in terms of the establishment of a new 

modern tax administration and revenues generated 

!  Australia: VAT introduced replacing myriad state level 
taxes and levies 
!  Assigned to Central Tax Administration 
!  Revenues returned to states through Commonwealth Grants 

Commission 

!  Both cases avoided complex base-splitting; or joint 
occupancy  



Administrative options and incentives 
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!  Complex and implementable policies combined with weak 
local administrations 
!  Do not lead to effective own-source revenues for subnational 

governments 
!  Conducive to additional rent-seeking behaviour and inefficient tax wars/

evasion (‘invoice sight seeing in Brazil’); Pakistan 
!  Sharing or even piggy-backed options with single 

administration better for broad based taxes 
!  US IRS; Australian/Chinese VAT 
!  But do the local governments trust central tax administrations? 

"  With revenue-sharing the risks are minimized 
!  With more appropriate local taxes, subnational 

administration is easier 
!  Asymmetric options still possible (especially with respect to valuation 

and recording/property registers) Kelly (2011) 



Degree of Local 
Autonomy 

Tax Policy /Administration Characteristics 

None! •  Tax sharing / revenue sharing, with  
•  Central administration 

Limited  
but some local 
administrative 
control  

 

•  Central government sets rates and base  
•  “local revenues,”#with 
•   local administration 

Autonomy 
through local 
policy and/or 
administrative 
control 

•  Tax surcharges with central administration 
(typically for VAT, PIT) 

•  Local tax rates subject to limits (property 
taxes)  

•  Local determination of rates and bases 
 

Degree of subnational autonomy/accountability 
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Spending and accountability 



Whose responsibilities? 
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!  Lack of clarity in assignments (overlapping economic 
responsibilities) complicates functional responsibilities 
!  See Dafflon (2006; this volume);  

!  But attempts to “unload” responsibilities in Big Bang, 
especially without own-source revenues—may backfire: 
!  Nigeria: local governments stopped paying primary teachers 
!  Pakistan: inadequate financing for devolved responsibilities—

functions either not carried out, or performed badly 

!  Need full information for operation of “yardstick 
competition” and where is the spending taking place? 
!  What does this mean? 
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Spending(assignments(and(Information(Requirements(
!
!

Functions! Wages! Other(
Current!

Capital! O&M(
Etc…!

Central((
Departments/((((((((((Real(outcome(indicators(
Municipal(!

!Education! ! ! ! ! !

a.!Primary! cccc! ccccc! cccc!M! ccccc! ccccc!!M!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!cM!

b.!Secondary! cccc! ccccc! Cccc! ccccc! Ccccc!

Heath!care! ! ! ! ! !

a.!Basic!
Preventive/Clinics!

cccc! ccccc! cccc!M! cccc! ccccc!M!

Water! cccc! ccccc! cccc!M! cccc! ccccc!M!

Sanitation! cccc! ccccc! cccc!M! cccc! ccccc!M!

!
Note:!“c”!represents!a!central!assignment,!and!M!is!municipal.!!
In! the! cases! above,! the! Municipal! government! would! be! responsible! for! the! construction! of! a! school! room,! or! a! clinic,! without! full!
responsibility!for!the!primary!education!or!basic!preventive!care!function!or!subGfunction.!This!makes!it!easy!for!the!local!government!to!
evade!responsibility!or!accountability!for!outcomes—as!it!is!quite!easy!to!blame!another!level!for!the!absence!of!teachers!or!health!care!
personnel.

Economic Classification 



Need for standardized information:  
Who does what and what outcomes? 
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!  Clarify functions (UN-COFOG) 
!  Economic components (GFSM2001)  

!  Wages, O&M; Capital, etc… 
!  But distinguish between decentralized and deconcentrated operations 
!  Outcomes can be added onto the Chart of Accounts 

!  But distinguish between own-account and deconcentrated 
operations on both spending and revenue sides 

!  Programs and sub-programs as components 
!  Budget, accounting and reporting critical for “yardstick 

competition” 
!  Focus on outcomes (performance budgeting) useful, but 

insufficient without the component building blocks 



Why the resistance to TSAs? 
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!  Regardless of budgeting model, TSA is a critical 
element of good management 
!  Track sources and uses of funds; 
!  Separate “pots” complicate cash management; more 

importantly facilitate rent seeking;  
!  International best practice is appropriate 

!  Difficult to achieve in “limited access countries”  
!  Mubarik’s Egypt; Pakistan; Mexico 
!  But achieved with difficulty in China 

!  Even if there is a Central TSA, what about sub-
national entities? 



Donors and Special Cases 

!  Donors often make matters worse by insisting on 
separate accounts for better “accountability” 
!  Easier to play games and engage in rent seeking 

!  Can use systems of “correspondent accounts in 
TSAs”  
!  With direct payments if there is a GFMIS 
!  Or through Zero-Balance arrangements 
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Sub-national TSAs? 
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!  Function of size of country 
!  China: nested TSAs at the provincial level 

!  Technical capabilities (e.g., electronic payment 
systems matter to a lesser extent) 

!  Important not to become impediment, source of 
delay in receipts or payments for SNGs 
!  Otherwise could erode trust 
!  Can use zero-balance accounts to address technological 

constraints to facilitate speedy payments; operations of SNGs 



TSA with donors/local government 
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Payment$request$

Payment$Order$
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flows$

Chart$1,$Local$government$and$
donor$use$of$correspondent$
accounts$linked$to$TSA$
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Implementing transfer systems 



Equalization Frameworks and Institutions 
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!  Need to be designed in incentive-compatible manner 
!  For sub-national entities not to play games: 
!  Full information should be made public on the 

formulations and data used to make the assessments 
!  Independent agency with representation by the provinces/

subnationals 
" Commonwealth Grants Commission formulations 
"  Indian Finance Commission 

!   Or government body, under the direction of the Ministry of 
Finance? 

!  Issues of credibility and trust 
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Managing performance-based transfers 
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!  Increasing emphasis on “performance-based” transfers, 
including by international agencies 

!  Difficulty if the object of the transfer falls in areas of LG 
competence 
!  Diversion of resources; not just transfers, but own revenues 
!  Dilution of accountability 
!  Potential distortions, if outputs rather than outcomes targeted 

"  (standardized tests in US “No Child Left Behind”, while deterioration 
in standards 

!  Could be useful if address externalities—including for 
investments 
!  Contract federalism (Spahn, 2006; OECD, 2011) 

!  Repeated games and credibility of sanctions 
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Debt coordination and 
macroeconomic management 



Incentive structures 
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!  With incomplete information: 
!  Incentives to hide liabilities 

" Off budget operations 
" SoEs 

!  Weak prudential management of systemic private liabilities 
" Mexican roads (1990s);  
" Spain and Irish property development 

"  Well within limits set by rules (Spain and Ireland formally 
compliant with Maastricht) 

"  Irrational private spending at local level condoned by local 
power elites (Spain) comes home to roost 

!  In both cases, rules will not work 



Pre-conditions 
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!  Coordination not feasible without standardized 
information flows 
!  Simple fact ignored in the debates on fiscal rules/Maastricht 

" Fiscal rules may have lulled central and supranational bodies 
!  Ex-post emphasis 
!  IMF’s GFSM2001 and UN CoFOG as basis of COA; together 

will full information on sources and uses of funds 
" Enables a more systematic assessment of risk 

!  But is there credibility without sanctions and 
rewards? 

!  Do loose currency unions have to evolve towards full 
federalism to operate effectively? 


